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Magnifying Loupes & LED Headlights

For your health, precision & comfort

Join the evolution in
ERGOnomics & OPTIcs, Use ERGOPTIX

Customer Testimonials
Dr. Prasad Joshi – Pune
I am using ERGOPTIX Magnifying Loupe with LED Headlight & I am really impressed with the Galilean lens system. I am getting very clear
corner to corner bright image without any spherical or chromatic aberration. I am able to choose my own working distance & it is helping
me to maintain my natural body posture. The loupe is very light in weight & I strongly recommend it to all the dentists.

Dr. Rajeshree Kamath – Bangalore
ERGOPTIX Magnifying Loupe is the best loupe available in the market, I am 100% satisfied with the quality & after sales service. I am
able to see minute details & its improving my precision while working.

Dr. Mukul Dabholkar – Mumbai
I am very happy with the Ergoptix Magnifying Loupe, It has got world class quality. I am getting terrific after sales service.

Dr. Vishwas Patil – Pune
ERGOPTIX Magnifying Loupe is very good. I am able to get very good vision. LED Headlight is perfect & I am very happy with their after
sales service.

Dr. Prakash Taukari - Kolhapur
I am using ERGOPTIX Magnifying Loupe and the quality of the loupe is superb, I am getting very sharp & clear vision. LED Headlight is
also very good & I am able to adjust the brightness with the 4 level intensity controller. I am satisfied with their after sales service &
I am recommending it to many of my colleagues.

Dr. Ratnadeep Jadhav – Pune
Superb quality, excellent after sales service. ERGOPTIX Loupe is very light weight & comfortable to wear. I am getting sharp & clear vision.
I am able to work with more precision & accuracy with the help of ERGOPTIX Loupe.

Dr. Angira Tendulkar – Pune
I am using ERGOPTIX MAGNIFYING LOUPES (2.5x) WITH LED HEADLIGHT & I am very much satisfied with the quality of the loupe.
I have been very comfortable right from day one, didn’t have any headache issues. The Galilean Lens System is giving very clear
& sharp image. The LED Headlight is also very good & is giving a bright white light with 4 varying intensities. Hence, it’s very simpler
to work in posterior quadrants and perform better dentistry. I am satisfied with their after sales service. Thanks to ERGOPTIX for making
my dental life more clearer and brighter.

Dr. Milind Naphade – Amravati
ERGOPTIX Magnifying Loupe is best in quality & comparable to any loupe internationally. I am very satisfied with the corner to corner
clear vision without any aberration & pure white light from the LED Headlight. My posture is now correct with the personalized working
distance they offer.

Dr. Karishma Talreja – Mangalore
I am using ERGOPTIX Magnifying Loupe & I am very much impressed with the Galilean lens quality. LED Headlight is also very helpful as
it gives precise illumination. I am satisfied with their after sales service.

Dr. Shanta Korgaonkar – Aurangabad
I have purchased ERGOPTIX Magnifying Loupe with LED Headlight & I am very happy to use it in my day to day practice. ERGOPTIX Magnifying
Loupe is superb in quality & it is very light in weight. Flip up feature is very good & very thoughtful. I am a satisfied user of ERGOPTIX Loupe.

Dr. Ajay Kakar – Mumbai
I have been using loupes in my dental practice for almost a decade. I have recently started using the ERGOPTIX loupe and I have to admit
that it is very finely crafted and a very classy item. I have used it along with the LED light. The Galilean lens is extremely impressive and
the best aspect of the entire assembly is the extreme attention to fine detail right from packaging to the final product. There is no
distortion while working and the clarity of the field is excellent. I was very pleased with the way I could place my customized reading lens
into the framework of the loupe. The LED light is excellent with the multiple intensity settings and the available filter to prevent
polymerization is a very thought full ides. I would give a full 5 starts to this product.

